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Works Great Windows 8! Extended Results delivers PushBI for 
Microsoft Windows 8 and makes analytics more personal. 
 
Extended Results Inc., a leading provider of enterprise-class business intelligence services and solutions has 

released PushBI for Microsoft Window 8, making business intelligence metrics more personal on a whole new set 

of devices available from Microsoft and their partners.  PushBI is a leading business intelligence solution for 

Microsoft, Apple and Google devices that provides a ‘CNBC’ like experience when it comes to your business and 

analytics.  PushBI supports more industry smartphone platforms than any other software provider in the 

marketplace and now has expanded to the Windows 8 application platform.  PushBI is the first business 

intelligence application to be approved in the Windows 8 application market which brings a whole new way of 

interacting and experiencing your business data.  “We are excited to have worked with Microsoft in bringing to 

market our unique business intelligence experiences to Windows 8”, says Patrick Husting, CEO of Extended Results.   

PushBI provides real-time access to key performance data in 3D.  What do we mean by 3D?  From your Dashboard 

to your Desktop to your Device, PushBI provides an elegant experience unlike any business intelligence provider in 

the marketplace. “Our customers are hailing this solution as the answer to having critical data and information at 

their fingertips that is simple to understand and follow, without waiting days or weeks for reports to refresh in 

order to make a quick but informed business decision.  Our customers really appreciate an interface that is similar 

to the financial news shows you see on cable TV.  A quick glance and you know what is going on.  No training 

involved.” says Patrick. 

PushBI Features: 

 Smart KPIs delivering metrics that matter to you the most in a format that is easy to understand 

 One touch access to your favorite KPIs and then one more touch to drill-down into trends  

 Follow metrics that are important to you at the moment 

 Collaborate with KPI owners/follows with built-in social business features  

 Access to your company reports via the built in Report Catalog 

 Easy installation and visually rich/interactive UI kind of like the financial cable show CNBC 

 Integrates data sources from Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, IBM, Teradata, SharePoint, and Excel  



About 

Extended Results was founded by business intelligence experts – people who understand the needs of customers 
based on personal experiences across many industries – media/entertainment, financial services, government, 
healthcare, manufacturing, high technology, marketing and retail. We deliver end-to-end business intelligence 
services and solutions with extensive knowledge that is balanced with solid business and technical experience that 
resonates with business leaders in terms that they can understand.  
 
We launched the company in 2006 with a belief that we could differentiate ourselves with value added products 
and services - delivered faster and more cost effective than our competitors. We’ve proven this is possible time 
over again with solutions like PushBI, Report Catalog and Extended Insights that clients continuously acknowledge 
as a thought-leadership position in the market place where we have supplemented our core business intelligence 
offering with personalized tools. Personalizing business intelligence to the customer instead of making the 
customer search for critical decision-making data is paramount to our mission. 
 
Extended Results delivers end-to-end Technology and Business Intelligence services and solutions using a proven 
methodology that combines business knowledge, technical expertise, and an in-depth application experience.  We 
help our customers implement high value business intelligence solutions that generate rapid, meaningful, and 
measureable results.  
 

Quick Links 
 

Corporate information:  www.ExtendedResults.com  

PushBI information: www.PushBI.com   

Extended Results Blog: blog.extendedresults.com  

http://www.extendedresults.com/
http://www.pushbi.com/
http://www.insidemsftbi.com/

